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Title (exciting / creative sounding if possible!) 

Subject                                      Overview of skills, knowledge and activity 

Literacy 

Play Scripts 

 I can identify features of play scripts. 

 I can discuss and explain features of a playscript. 

 I can create and perform a short drama piece.  

 I can create and describe an appropriate setting. 

 I can use the present tense correctly. 

 I can plan a playscript. 

 I can write and edit a playscript. 
 
Recount 

 I can identify features of a recount. 

 I can discuss and explain features of a recount. 

 I can create a perform a short drama piece. 

 I can use the past tense correctly. 

 I can use adverbs, conjunctions and prepositions for time. 

 I can identify and use main and subordinate conjunctions (Y3) 

 I can identify and use main and subordinate clauses (Y4) 

 I can plan a recount. 

 I can write and edit a recount. 

Maths 

Y3 Term specific content  

 Compact addition of 3-digit numbers 

 Use the grid method to multiply 2-digit numbers (teens) by 1-digit numbers  

 Measure in l and ml, convert between the two units 

 Tell the time to the nearest minute 

 Compare time durations 

 Add three or four 2-digit numbers using expanded or compact addition 

 Find the difference between amounts of money 
 

Y3 Reviewing and extending  

 Partitioning 3-digit numbers 

 Ordering 3-digit numbers 

 Place value in money 

 Addition of 3-digit numbers 

 Frog subtractions across 100 

 Doubling numbers to 50 using partitioning 

 Halving numbers to 100 using partitioning 

 Times tables and division facts (1×, 2×, 3×, 4×, 5×, 8×, 10×) 

 Measuring in mm and cm - draw a bar chart 

 Measuring in m and cm - find perimeters 

 Am and pm times 
 

 
Y4 Term specific content  

 Roman numerals to 100  

 Decomposition of 4-digit numbers 

 Subtract pairs of numbers close to multiples of 1000 

 Add and subtract near multiples of 10, 100 and 1000 

 Choose mental or written methods for addition and subtraction 

 Area of rectilinear shapes by counting squares 

 Calculate perimeter in cm and m of rectangles 



 Investigate area and perimeter 

 Numbers with 2dp on place-value grids 

 Multiply and divide single-digit numbers by 10 and 100 to give tenths, then hundredths 

 Find equivalent 1/100s and 0.01s, 1/10s and 0.1s 
 

Y4 Reviewing and extending  

 Place value addition and subtraction 

 Ordering and rounding 4-digit numbers 

 Count on/back in steps of 25/1000 

 Decomposition of 3-digit numbers 

 Add any pair of 4-digit numbers using compact addition 

 Co-ordinates, complete polygons 

 Numbers with one decimal place; mark on ENLs and round to the nearest whole 
 

Science 

Forces and Magnets  

  I can identify the forces acting on objects. 

 I can investigate how a toy car moves over different surfaces. 

 I can sort magnetic and non-magnetic materials. 

 I can investigate the strength of magnets. 

 I can explore magnetic poles. 

 I can observe how magnets attract some materials. 

Computing 

PowerPoint Presentations: WW2 Vehicles 

 I can research my chosen WW2 vehicle. 

 I can create slide templates and organise slides. 

 I can add transitions and animation to a presentation. 

 I can insert photographs and text to slides. 

 I can evaluate slide layout and make improvements. 

Humanities 

History focus 

 I can explain why World War II began, know the main counties involved and order key 
events on a timeline. 

  I can describe how people on the home front contributed to the war effort during World 
War II. 

 I can describe the roles and responsibilities of the armed forces during World War II. 

 I can describe events of the Battle of Britain and explain why it was a turning point in the 
war. 

 I can describe what people did for entertainment during wartime Britain. 

 I can describe how and why World War II events are commemorated and plan a 
commemorative event of my own. 

Art & DT 

D&T: Make Do and Mend  

  I can write design criteria for an item of clothing / fabric object. 

  I can generate a range of design ideas and clearly communicate my final design. 

 I can make a paper template. 

 I can practise using different types of stitches and choose the best one to use on my final 
piece. 

 I can select decorative techniques and fastenings according to their functional properties 
and aesthetic qualities. 

 I can evaluate my product. 

R.E. 

 I can discuss why it is important to share even though it is not easy. 

 I can describe some ways that Sikhs share and begin to explain why this is important to 
them because of their beliefs. 

 I can begin to tell you if I  think sharing is important or not to Sikhs 
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P.E. 

Tennis skills 

 I can learn and practise the forehand technique using my throwing skills. 

 I can learn and practise the forehand technique using my racket skills. 

 I can learn and practise the backhand technique using my throwing skills. 

 I can learn and practise the backhand technique using my racket skills. 

 I can play a tennis serve. 

 I can play a rally. 

Music 

Taught predominantly through singing: 

  I can perform an echo rap. 

  I can create an echo rap as part of a group. 

  I can compose and perform a wartime soundscape. 

 I can learn and perform WW2 songs. 

 I can use sound makers to create a beat. 

 I can create new verses and choreograph them. 

P.S.H.C.E  

Year 3 

 I can identify the roles and responsibilities of each member of my family and can reflect on 
the expectations for males and females. 

 I can identify and put into practice some of the skills of friendship, e.g. taking turns, being a 
good listener. 

 I know and can use some strategies for keeping myself safe. 

 I can explain how some of the actions and work of people around the world help and 
influence my life. 

 I understand how my needs and rights are shared by children around the world and can 
identify how our lives may be different. 

 I know how to express my appreciation to my friends and family. 
 
Year 4 

 I can identify the web of relationships that I am part of, starting from those closest to me 
and including those more distant. 

 I can identify someone I love and can express why they are special to me. 

 I can tell you about someone I know that I no longer see. 

 I can explain different points of view on an animal rights issue. 

 I understand how people feel when they love a special pet. 

 I know how to show love and appreciation to the people and animals who are special to me. 

 


